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Abstract 
 
Over the last twenty-five years, Hawaii has been a center for OTEC development in the United States. Initially, OTEC 
was seen as an energy source, with co-products helping to make it more cost effective. However, OTEC co-products 
are now the focus of major interest. 
 
Much of the OTEC development effort has been conducted at the Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawaii Authority 
(NELHA) at Keahole Point, on the Big Island of Hawaii. This unique ocean science and technology park provides the 
resources, support and facilities for many innovative ocean-related businesses. Cold seawater pumped from a depth of 
more than 610 meters is used to produce energy, desalinate seawater, produce lobsters, fish, algae, and shellfish, grow 
cold climate fruit and vegetables, and much more. 
 
Further expansion at NELHA is limited by the costs, energy requirements, and difficulty of preparing land, pumping 
seawater, and disposing of effluent seawater. We therefore identified other sites that might minimize such limitations 
and provide for economic development and employment opportunities in Hawaii. Based on this study, three sites were 
selected for a preliminary economic analysis and comparison to the NELHA site. These were: (1) Kekaha, Kauai; (2) 
Port Allen, Kauai; and (3) Waionihu, Hawaii. The Kekaha site, comprising more than 1500 hectares with a maximum 
elevation of 8 meters, was chosen for detailed evaluation and a preliminary facility design.  
 
Both NELHA and the proposed Kekaha facility have significant electrical energy requirements for water pumping, 
product processing and other needs.  Most, if not all, of these needs can be met by a dedicated OTEC facility.  
Because of the capability for dual use of the water and the high cost of electricity on Hawaii and Kauai, OTEC can 
compete economically with local utilities.  
 

Another co-product of the OTEC development effort, seawater air conditioning (SWAC), has emerged as the most 
cost-effective use of deep, cold seawater. SWAC is both technically and economically feasible today, and, once 
installed, supplies renewable, inexhaustible energy with  minimal environmental impacts.  The estimated potential of 
SWAC systems in Hawaii is more than 175 MWt (50,000 tons), and electric power savings could be 80 percent or 
more. Secondary uses of the seawater resource can provide further benefits and improve cost-effectiveness. 
 
The State of Hawaii has recently commissioned a "Sea Water Air Conditioning Feasibility Analysis." Its objective is 
to: (1) identify potential areas for SWAC applications in Hawaii; (2) update previous feasibility studies; (3) conduct 
preliminary technical and economic feasibility analyses for other promising locations in Hawaii; and (4) prioritize 
these locations for further technical and economic analyses.  
 
We will discuss the potential for SWAC in Hawaii and the preliminary results of the Sea Water Air Conditioning 
Feasibility Analysis. Hopefully, this effort will lead to the near-term commercialization of one or more SWAC 
systems in Hawaii. 
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